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ABSTRACT
Purpose: We investigated the margin recipes with different alignment techniques in the image-guided intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) of whole pelvis prostate cancer patients. Materials and Methods: Forty-eight
computed tomography (CT) scans of eight prostate cancer patients were investigated. Each patient had an initial planning CT scan and 5 consecutive serial CT scans during the course of treatment, all of which were acquired using 3 mm
slice separation and 0.94 mm resolution in the axial plane at 120 kVp, on a PQ 5000 CT scanner. Three different whole
pelvis planning margin recipes, ranging from 3 to 13 mm, were investigated. A unique IMRT plan was created with
each PTV on the initial CT scan, and was then registered to the 5 serial CT scans, by bony alignment or by prostate
gland-based alignment. The dose computed on each serial CT scans was accumulated back to the initial CT scan using
deformable image registration for final dosimetric evaluation of the interplay of the margin selection and alignment
methods. Results: Elective lymph nodes coverage is shown to be independent of the choice between prostate-based and
bony-anatomy-based patient repositioning. The prostate gland-based alignment greatly enhanced the coverage to the
prostate and SV, especially with small margins. Meanwhile, the soft-tissue alignment also raised the incidental dose to
the rectum and reduces the dose to the bladder. With small to intermediate margins, only soft-tissue alignment gave
acceptable mean coverage to SV. Margin of 13 mm or more was needed for PLNs to maintain good target coverage.
Conclusions: We commend prostate-based alignment along with margins less than or equal to 5 mm around prostate
and SV, and margins greater than or equal to 13 mm around the vascular spaces.
Keywords: Prostate Cancer; Whole Pelvis; Image Guidance; IMRT; Margin; Alignment

1. Introduction
The advantages of treating whole pelvis prior to prostate-only irradiation have been widely recognized for
locally advanced or aggressive prostate adenocarcinoma
[1-6]. Intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) of whole
pelvis for prostate cancer patients [7-13] treats the gross
disease in the prostate gland as well as suspected involvement of the distal seminal vesicles (SV) and pelvic
lymphatic nodes (PLNs) [7-10,13], while minimizing
doses to rectum, bladder, bowel and surrounding normal
tissues. The employment of pre-treatment in-room KV
imaging systems, such as cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT), has gained their increasing popularity
over the years in image-guided prostate IMRT. Under
image guidance, setup uncertainty is greatly reduced by
patient repositioning prior to delivery of each fraction
[14,15]. According to ICRU 50 and 62, the planning target
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volume (PTV) is an expansion of the clinic target volume
(CTV), as:
PTV  CTV  2  

(1)

where σ is the standard deviation of setup uncertainty
(a 2σ margin ensures a 95% confidential level); and ε is
the internal margin contributed by organ motion during a
given treatment. A more recent work present by Zhang et
al. [16] moves forward in this area, which provides different margin formulas between conventional fractionated treatment and single-fraction treatment. Here in our
study we investigate setup uncertainty in case of conventional fractionated treatment. As shown in the literatures
[7-10], margins for PTV in image-guided whole pelvis
prostate IMRT vary from 2 - 15 mm depending on the
setup technique. It should be noted that we focus on image-guidance for setup uncertainty correction in our
study, and therefore real time tracking for intrafraction
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motion correction is not included.
The prevalent image-guided technique for prostate
only radiotherapy uses the gland for the alignment. On
the other hand, image-guided whole pelvis prostate cancer
IMRT, unlike the prostate only treatment, needs to align
the whole pelvis area including the PLNs. Aligning the
prostate gland and the PLNs simultaneously in registration normally runs into great dilemma. The interfraction
uncertainty of prostate, SV, bladder and rectum has been
intensively studied [17-20], and it has been shown to be
large. Meanwhile, the PLNs are not well shown in kV
images and their interfraction uncertainty is independent
of that from prostate. This adds complexity to the repositioning and has resulted in debates among the clinicians
about the choice of the margins for PTV along with the
alignment technique. Advocates of aligning whole pelvis
IMRT to the prostate [9] hypothesize that under image
guidance, it is most beneficial to minimize target under-dosing in the prostate with a lesser emphasis in the
elective LN volumes. On the other hand, advocates of
bony alignment [8,10] support the notion that the LN are
most closely related to the pelvic bony anatomy and
hence recommend localization of the pelvic rim. In this
case, an extra margin for prostate and SV will naturally
result to maintain the dose coverage since registration
referenced to bony anatomy alone would be inaccurate
and insufficient for target.
As a result of the above debate, the PTV margins
around the prostate and SV have a wide range in the literatures, as shown in Table 1 small margins (2 - 5 mm)
with daily prostate-based alignment, or much larger margins (7 - 10 mm) due to bony-anatomy-based alignment.
In all cases, large margin (10 - 15 mm) is employed
around the vascular bundle spaces where LN involvement is suspected since direct detection is difficult for
suspected clinical involvement of the lymphatics. It
should be emphasized here that introduction of extra
margin should always be avoided as long as a proper
fusion procedure can be achieved. We examine all margin receipts including bony-anatomy-based alignment
here for a complete investigation.
Image-guided technique has considerable advantages
in radiotherapy. And the benefits of image-guided whole
pelvis IMRT can be maximized by using the optimal
PTV margin receipt. The scope of this work is to search

for the minimum margin which maintains target coverage to prostate, SV and PLNs. As a result, the incidental
doses to rectum and bladder will be minimized. Dosimetric
evaluation of different margin selections under their
alignment methods are carried out using a planning CT
scan and a series of consecutive CT scans similar to
planning CT at different days. The serial CT scans is
contoured and aligned to the planning CT (similar to the
image guidance CBCTs during treatment) while dose of
original plan is generated on the aligned serial CT. All
the doses on serial CTs are then transferred back to planning CT using a model-based deformable registration
[21], where a final dose summation and evaluation is
performed.

2. Materials and Methods
Twenty patients with early-stage localized prostate carcinoma were randomized prospectively at University of
Maryland Medical System (UMMS) to receive definitive
prostate cancer IMRT in the supine or prone positions.
During the study, the patients underwent 10 to 11 serial
CT scans in non-consecutive days [15,22]. The CT scans
were acquired using a 3 mm slice separation and 0.94
mm resolution in the axial plane at 120 kVp, on a PQ
5000 CT scanner (Picker Medical, Cleveland Ohio). Unrelated to the CT scanning portion of the protocol, all
patients were treated with a prescribed external beam
radiation therapy (EBRT) course of 70.2 Gy in 39 fractions, at 1.8 Gy per fraction. Images acquired for patients
in the prone position are reported in a separate study
comparing the supine and prone positions under image
guidance [15]. A report on the role of patient repositioning and online planning of localized prostate IMRT
based on the supine patient CT images is given in [22].
Eight out of these twenty patients were qualified for
image-guided whole-pelvis IMRT study. We took six
consecutive CT scans from each of the eight patients in
the supine position, resulting total 48 CT scans for the
investigation. The initial CT scan of each patient was
used for IMRT planning, and the subsequent 5 subsequent serial scans were used as would be different treatment fractions. A virtual simulation workstation (Voxel
Q—Philips Medical, Milpitas CA) was used to contour
the prostate, SV, elective lymphatic spaces, rectum and

Table 1. Different planning strategies for whole-pelvis prostate IMRT.
Reported Alignment method

Prostate

SV

PLNs

UCSF

Prostate

3 mm isotropic

3 mm isotropic

10 mm

FCCC

Prostate

7 mm with 5 mm posterior

7 mm with 5 mm posterior

10 mm

UMMS

Bony anatomy

10 mm with 7.5 mm posterior

10 mm with 7.5 mm posterior

13 mm
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bladder on each CT scan. All contours were made by one
physician in order to eliminate inter-observer uncertainties. Elective lymphatic spaces are defined from expansions of the vascular bundles as seen from CT, since direct detection is difficult for suspected clinical involvement of the lymphatics. Alexander et al. [23] showed
that an expansion of 7 to 10 mm around the vascular
spaces is required to represent 80% - 90% of all LN involvement (CTV). We refer to the vascular space contours on CT as LN from here on, the vascular spaces
with a 7-mm expansion as LN7mm, and a more conservative estimate with a 10-mm expansion as LN10mm. It is
imperative to point out that these expansions were used
solely to identify the possible lymphatics volume and
thus different than the margin expansion used for PTV.
The expanded LN for PTV is named the LN portion of
the PTV in our work. All the images and contours were
transferred to Pinnacle 8.1x radiation treatment planning
system (RTPS) by Philips Medical, Milpitas CA. The
prostate, SV and the adjacent pelvic vascular bundle of
LN contours were used to create a CTV for the whole
pelvis treatment planning. Therefore, our CTV contours
contained the prostate gland and intracapsular suspected
foci of disease, as well as suspected involvement of the
SV and vascular bundle spaces. Our CTV did not account
for intrafractional motion or contouring uncertainties.
The CTV was expanded into a PTV following one of
the three margin receipts as shown in Table 1. The first
receipt expanded 3 mm isotropically about the prostate
and SV, and 10 mm around the vascular spaces, as practiced by the group of UCSF [7]. With the second receipt
the prostate and SV were expanded by 5 mm in the superior-inferior, left-right and anterior direction and 3 mm
posteriorly, and 10 mm isotropically around the vascular
bundle spaces. This recipe followed the work of Pollack
et al. [8] at Foxchase comprehensive cancer center
(FCCC), where hypofractionated radiotherapy of intermediate risk prostate cancer patients was delivered under
image guidance. The third receipt was practiced at
UMMS, in which the prostate and SV were expanded by
10 mm in all directions except the posterior direction of
7 mm margin. Vascular spaces were expanded isotropically by 12.5 - 15 mm in UMMS with variations from
patient to patient. We used an expansion of 13 mm
around LN for the third margin receipt.
With each of the above three PTV margin receipts,
aunique whole pelvis IMRT plan was created on the
planning CT, resulting three independent initial plans on
the planning CT of each patient. These IMRT plans
aimed to deliver a total therapeutic dose of 45 Gy to the
prostate, SV and LN at 1.8 Gy per fraction. The plans
were constructed from seven 6 MV beams, using a clinically commissioned model of a 21EX Varian LINAC
with a 120-leaf MLC (Varian Medical Systems, Palo
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Alto, CA). The beams were coplanar in the axial plane,
at 0˚, 50˚, 100˚, 150˚, 210˚, 260˚ and 310˚ degrees. Each
beam was optimized using direct machine parameter
optimization (DMPO) in Pinnacle 8.1x, where stepand-shoot MLC (SMLC) instructions for the beam were
generated. The plans were computed via adaptive convolution with dose deposition to tissue.
The three IMRT plans on the planning CT were
weighted so that at least 95% of the PTV was covered by
95% of the prescription dose of 180 cGy per fraction.
Typical IMRT planning constraints that were used in our
study are detailed in Table 2. A union of prostate expansion and SV expansion is called PSV here. The constraints to PSV included two minimum doses of 181 and
182 cGy in order to maximize its coverage. We also created tissue contours with the whole skin contours excluding the 1 cm expansion of the PTV (PSV + PLN expansion). In this way, dose to small bowel, femur head, and
soft tissues were controlled by the constraint that limited
max dose of 126 cGy to the tissue. At the end of optimization, all the three original plans were normalized such
that 99% of PTV volume was covered by 95% of the
prescription dose.
Image-guided whole pelvis IMRT dose summation
and evaluation were simulated through the following
three steps.
The first step is the simulation of image-guided registration. In this step, each of subsequent 5 serial CT scans
was individually aligned to the planning CT in Pinnacle
software. For bony alignment, a cross-Correlation 3Dimage registration package by Pinnacle 8.1x was used to
match pelvis bony anatomy between the serial CT and
the planning CT. Both three-dimensional translation and
Table 2. IMRT optimization parameters for a prescription
dose of 1.8 Gy per fraction.
Structure

Type

Goal (cGy)

Vol (%)

Weight

PTV

Max dose

191

/

95

PTV

Min dose

182

/

98

PTV

Uniform dose

184

/

95

PSV

Min dose

182

/

98

PSV

Min dose

181

/

98

Bladder

Max DVH

166

20

50

Bladder

Max DVH

130

50

45

Rectum

Max DVH

140

18

90

Rectum

Max DVH

120

60

80

Tissue

Max dose

126

/

75
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rotation generally resulted for bony alignment in our
study, which closely follows the steps of actual treatment
setups. An extra step was then performed for soft-tissue
alignment. Our patients did not have fiducial markers
implanted in the prostate, therefore the centroid of the
prostate on each serial CT scan was carefully matched to
that on the planning CT after the bony alignment procedure. This extra step only produced translational shift.
The magnitude of centroid shift and the justification of
using centroid to align prostate in our study are discussed
in detail in Section 3.3.
The second step is the simulation of plan delivery. In
this step, the planning parameters (such as beam angle,
MLC sequences and couch position) for each of the three
initial IMRT plans were copied and transferred from the
planning CT to the 5 serial CTs after their corresponding
registrations as described above completed. Dose computations were thereafter carried out on the serial CTs
using these transferred planning parameters. Importantly,
the difference of the resulting new dose distribution from
the original at planning CT is a plain demonstration of
setup uncertainties.
The third step is the evaluation of the total delivered
dose using different planning strategies including margins and alignment under the circumstances of setup uncertainties. In this step, dose summation and evaluation
were gathered using registration method described by
Kaus et al. [21], which is a surface-based deformable
image registration strategy that enables quantitative description of geometrical change in multimodal images.
This model-based method uses existing contours sets in
both primary and secondary image sets and copes with
image differences based on changes in the representation
of the same organs. The registration strategy was implemented in Pinnacle 8.1x, which had been evaluated and
used in our earlier work [22]. The deformation matrix
that mapped the serial CT images back to the planning
CT images was obtained using the corresponding contour
sets on both CTs, which were contoured by the same
physician. This deformation matrix was then used to map
the new dose distributions on the serial CT back to the
planning CT. The dosimetric impact of each image-guided whole pelvis IMRT strategy was then evaluated by summing up the equally-weighted deformed
doses on the planning CT from all serial CTs.
Dose-volume histograms (DVHs) from the final accumulated dose through deformable registration generated dose indices for our comparisons between different
plan strategies in this study. The percent volume of the
prostate receiving 95% of the prescribed dose or more, or
V95, was used for the target DVH index. The fractional
volumes that receive minimum 75% and minimum 90%
of the prescription dose, or V75 and V90, were used for
critical organ DVH indices.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Paired t-test [24] was used to evaluate the statistical
significance in the differences of the two seemingly opposite strategies from UCSF and UMMS. The results are
illustrated by P value [24] here. A P value of 0.05 means
the difference is considered to be statistically insignificant; vice versa.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Results
Figure 1 demonstrates the outcome differences from all
six combinations of the margin selections and alignment
strategies as shown in Table 1. Using bar graph, it compares the average V95 of the prostate, SV and PLNs (adjacent vascular bundles with 7 mm or 10 mm expansion),
as well as V75 of rectum and V90 of bladder. The results
were averaged over all 8 patients. As discussed earlier,
the expansions of 7 mm and 10 mm around the vascular
spaces are used here solely to identify the possible lymphatics volume and thus different than the margin expansion used for PTV.
Figure 2 shows the isodose overlays of dose accumulation from two seemingly opposite strategies. The
isodose lines shown here are the accumulated using deformable dose registration. The left column are doses
resulting from UCSF strategy (small margin + prostate
alignment), and the right column are doses from UMMS
strategy (large margin + bony alignment). Comparisons
of the two planning strategies are made in the axial, sagittal and coronal planes.
Figure 3 compares the DVHs of the same patient using UCSF and UMMS strategies, after the deformable
dose accumulation. The solid and dashed lines are for
UCSF and UMMS strategies, respectively. And Red,
magenta, maroon, green and brown represent the prostate,
SV, LN10mm bladder and rectum DVHs.
Table 3 focuses on the comparison of the alignment
techniques within each margin receipts. It describes the
dose differences between the prostate alignment and
bony alignment methods as well as their corresponding
statistical significance. The doses within the same strategy present in this table were averaged over all patients
in the study. Paired t-test was performed for the evaluation of the statistical significance and the resulting P
values are also listed.
Table 4 focuses on the comparison of between UCSF
and UMMS strategies. Therefore it reveals the outcome
differences between the outcome between small margin
with prostate alignment and large margin with bony
alignment.

3.2. Discussion
It is apparent that the both the target coverage and incidental doses to OARs increase with larger margins in all
IJMPCERO
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six cases as seen in Figure 1. More importantly, Figure
1 reveals that the two different alignment methods under
all margin receipts give very similar pelvic LN coverage,
with either 7 mm (LN10mm) or 10 mm (LN10mm) expansion to identify of the possible lymphatics volume. This
leads to our conclusion that the determining factor for the
pelvic LN dosimetric coverage is the margin selection

27

rather than the alignment method. Figure 1 also suggests
that prostate-based alignment can greatly enhance coverage to the prostate and SV. The enhancement is significant
especially for small margins, and less obvious for large
margins. Meanwhile, the prostate-based alignment raises
the incidental dose to the rectum while reducing the dose
to the bladder, for all the three planning margins.

Figure 1. Average fractional volume of the prostate V95, Seminal Vesicles V95, LN expanded by 7 mm and 10 mm V95, rectum V75 and bladder V90 over all patients’ scans. The blue and magenta bars in each category are for bony and prostate
alignment, respectively. The prostate alignment is referred as CM (center of mass of the prostate) method.

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Figure 2. Left, UCSF (small margin around prostate); right, UMMS (large margin around prostate).

Figure 3. DVH of the same patient using UCSF (solid lines)
and UMMS (dashed lines) strategies. Red, magenta, maroon, green and brown lines are for prostate, SV, LN10mm,
bladder and rectum DVHs, respectively.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Table 3 demonstrates the statistical significance of the
dose differences between the two alignment methods. In
the case of using the same margin receipt, prostate
alignment clearly reduces the bladder dose, which accounts for the only statistically significant dose difference in this table. In other words, there is no statistically
significant difference in the doses to the prostate, SV,
PLNs or rectum. Again it is confirmed here that the
PLNs coverage is not dependent on the alignment
method, which does not support the advocates of bony
alignment [8,10]. The findings above evidently reveal
that with same planning margins, the soft-tissue alignment is preferable in image-guided whole pelvis IMRT.
We now evaluate the combinations of margin receipts
and alignment methods. Here we describe the target dose
as an acceptable coverage only when its V95 is greater
than 95%. From Figure 1 we observe that while all six
scenarios resulted in acceptable mean coverage on the
IJMPCERO
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prostate, only the soft-tissue alignment gave acceptable
mean coverage to SV with small to intermediate margins.
Further investigation of each individual patient indicates
that the prostate coverage was insufficient for small to
intermediate margins with bony alignment. Therefore it
is necessary to set up patient with prostate alignment
when small margins to prostate are used.
As discussed in Section 2, an expansion of 7 to 10 mm
(LN7mm-LN10mm) around the vascular spaces is required
to represent 80% - 90% of all LN involvement (CTV)
[23]. We observe from Figure 1 that the LN7mm coverage
is acceptable with all six scenarios. However, only 13
mm expansion for LN portion of PTV can result in acceptable coverage for LN10mm. Thus it is indeed important to use margin greater than 10 mm for the LN portion
of PTV to maintain good target coverage.
For better understanding of different strategies, we
now focus on the two seeming opposite approaches:
small margins with prostate alignment (UCSF strategy)
and large margins with bony alignment (UMMS strategy). As shown in Figures 2 and 3, both strategies give
good coverage to the prostate and SV. However, doses to
the prostate and SV appear higher for UMMS. And the
difference is statistically significant for prostate and otherwise for SV (Table 4). The statistically significant difference in the LN10mm coverage is mainly due to a larger
margin used in UMMS strategy, and confirms that a
margin greater than 10 mm for the LN portion of PTV is
necessary to maintain good target coverage. Meanwhile,
UCSF strategy results in smaller incidental irradiation to
the bladder and rectum. And the difference is again statistically significant (Table 4).
The findings from the UCSF and UMMS strategies
suggest that an optimal planning margin receipt should
use prostate alignment to minimize the PTV expansion
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about the prostate and SV, and that the margin for the LN
portion of PTV should be greater than 10 mm. Therefore
we tested an “ideal” strategy from this hypothesis on 4 of
the patients in this study. To do this test we created a
fourth plan for each patient using the following margins.
The prostate and SV were expanded following USCF.
The vascular bundle spaces were expanded following
UMMS. We use prostate alignment following UCSF. All
of the dosimetric indices of the prostate, SV and LN10mm
improved over the original UCSF strategy, while slightly
worse than the UMMS strategy. Meanwhile the incident
doses to the bladder and rectum were also between those
with UCSF and UMMS strategies. This shows that it is
not viable to maximize the benefits from both large and
small margins, such as better target coverage and minimal
dose to OARs, in the same plan when these margins coexist on the same superior-inferior anatomy of the patient.

3.3. Prostate Motion
We also examined the extent of interfraction prostate
motion in our study. The centroid of the prostate on each
serial CT scan was compared with its location on the
planning scan of the same patient. All the 40 serial CT
scans in our study were used for this investigation. The
average prostate motion was 0.3 mm, 2.2 mm and 0.9
mm in left-right, anterior-posterior (AP) and superior-inferior direction, respectively. The corresponding
standard deviation was 1.7, 3.7 and 3.8. The largest motion was found to be 8.8 mm in AP direction. And 33 of
the 40 serial scans exhibited a prostate motion towards
posterior direction. This finding is consistent with a decrease in rectum volume during radiotherapy, which results in the posterior movement of both prostate and rectum volume exposed to the irradiation.

Table 3. Statistical differences between the bony and prostate alignments for doses to prostate, SV, LN, bladder and rectum
are evaluated using paired t-test.
UCSF margin

FCCC margin

UMMS margin

Bony

Prostate

P value

Bony

Prostate

P value

Bony

Prostate

P value

Prostate V95

95.14

97.95

0.18

97.66

99.02

0.16

99.31

99.66

0.23

SV V95

91.54

96.15

0.21

94.66

97.09

0.29

98.01

98.65

0.39

(a)
7mm

V95

96.45

96.03

0.61

97.12

96.93

0.78

99.08

99.15

0.73

(a)
10mm

V95

92.94

92.27

0.61

93.94

93.50

0.70

98.03

98.29

0.32

Bladder V75

56.32

52.15

0.03

59.30

55.02

0.02

68.38

65.28

0.09

Bladder V90

30.32

25.87

0.01

33.93

29.55

0.01

41.44

37.16

0.03

Rectum V75

36.76

40.76

0.20

41.79

45.73

0.20

54.60

58.55

0.13

Rectum V90

14.01

15.11

0.69

17.16

18.81

0.58

25.52

27.59

0.57

LN
LN

(a)

The expansions of 7 mm and 10 mm around the vascular spaces are used solely to identify the possible lymphatics volume and thus different than the
margin expansion used for PTV.
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Table 4. Statistical differences between UCSF (Small margin + Prostate alignment) and UMMS (Larger margin +
Bony alignment) strategies for doses to prostate, SV, LN,
bladder and rectum are evaluated using paired t-test.
UCSF

UMMS

P value

Prostate V95

97.95

99.31

0.02

SV V95

96.15

98.01

0.21

LN10mm(a) V95

92.27

98.03

0.00

Bladder V75

52.15

68.38

0.00

Bladder V90

25.87

41.44

0.00

Rectum V75

40.76

54.60

0.03

Rectum V90

15.11

25.52

0.03
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Finally, we go back to the discussion of our alignment
of prostate using only centroid. As clearly shown in our
results, there is no major dose difference from centroid
alignment method to marker alignment due to three reasons: (a) the prostate and SV already got sufficient coverage even with the smallest margin with centroid
alignment; (b) the LN coverage is independent of the
alignment method, which is one of our main findings;
and (c) the extra rotational shift brought about by marker
alignment is random at each fraction and thus lead to a
minimum accumulative dosimetric difference to the
nearby critical structures.

4. Conclusion
Elective lymph nodes coverage is shown to be independent of the choice between prostate-based and
bony-anatomy-based patient repositioning. The coverage
of pelvic lymph nodes is closely related with its margin
selection, due to the high uncertainties of LNs deformability. In contrast, prostate and seminal vesicles dose
coverage are significantly improved under prostate based
alignment. With bony alignment, margins smaller than
10 mm around the prostate and SV lead to unacceptable
coverage. Small planning margins around the prostate
and seminal vesicles are ideally combined with prostate-based alignment and large margins are suitable when
bony-anatomy based alignment is used. The former
strategy minimizes bladder volumes receiving over 75 %
of the prescription dose. Therefore, to a 95% confidential
level, we recommend prostate-based alignment along
with margins less than or equal to 5 mm around prostate
and seminal vesicles, and margins greater than or equal
to 13 mm around the PLNs (adjacent vascular spaces).
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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